Here is a “how-to” guide for Kanopy. The parental control instructions and a summary are described below. Create a no-cost Kanopy account using your PPLD library card number and PIN.

**Kanopy Kids** is focused on content for ages 2 - 8.

**Using Kanopy's parental controls:**
With Kanopy's parental controls enabled, you can only view titles in Kanopy Kids. To exit Kanopy Kids or watch videos outside of Kanopy Kids, you will need to enter a four-digit PIN.

**Setting up parental controls:**
1. Log in to your Kanopy account from a web browser.
2. Click on your profile icon.
3. Go to My Account and select Parental Controls.
4. Enter a four-digit PIN and select **Turn On**. It is suggested to use an original PIN that doesn't include any part of your address, phone number, or other number that your child might guess.

Parental controls can only be managed from a browser, though your PIN will be required in order to exit Kanopy Kids on any device.